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change is coming as described here , even as the body divides up into the

two legs and then the ten toes, you have the attempt after attempt made to

join together these different countries which formed the Roman Empire but

none of them succeeded because of different cultures that have developed

in each of these and even now when Keneedy was hoping we were getting

these countries of Europe together and we were going to have real unity

of the Western world , you see how DeGalle has struck out against it and

how this feeling of nationalism is so seti- ec- strong there. You have the

iron and you have the clay of the mixture. And we have a situation which

is pretty well ± pre-figured in what Daniel zx said to Nebuchadnezzar there

nearly 2600 years ago . Well, now, in the picture of the image you see

thus far up to the present day, but then he said , in verse-34 , "Thou sawest

until that a stone was cut out ty4-rtj without hands, which smote the image

upon his feet that were of iron and clay, and brake them to pieces." And

the stone that smote t m--the-gieat the image became a great mountaki and

filled the whole earth," And Darel exal- explains in the end how this means

tia t God is going to se t up a kingdom. That e God is going to bring an

end to the chaotic situation that we have in the world. That God is going to

destroy this imperial , nationalistic situation that we have as continued going

through these different ate- stages everytme since the time of Nebuchadnezzar

that he is going to set up a kingdom here t-w4 w that will put an end to the

remnant . These kingdoms that were a mixture of so K much that was good and

so much evil and set up his kingdom of righteousness upon this earth. That

of course we ge t out of the field of fulfilled prophecy 4rt and get into unfulfilled
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